Looking for an easier way to **label your files?**
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Looking for an easier way to label your files?

If so, then let GBS be your solution.

Our NetLabels solution optimizes the way you label your file folders while saving you time and money.

NetLabels is an innovative labeling system that allows you to print file folder labels with color codes, variable text, and bar codes.

This product has transformed the error-prone and time-consuming process of preordering bulk labels into a simpler and more efficient experience. You have the option of printing labels by typing information for each label one-at-a time, or by using an existing spreadsheet or data file saved on your computer to print multiple labels with ease. With NetLabels, you can:

- Utilize the software via the Internet or install NetLabels directly to your personal computer
- Print custom labels on demand or as needed through any color printer
- Match NetLabels with your existing label filing systems
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Simplify File Labeling

Previous file labeling systems included purchasing labels on sheets or rolls and applying each one-at-a-time, which is tedious and costly.

NetLabels increases your productivity and makes labeling files convenient and simple. Its easy application ensures each label goes on accurately and quickly every time.

To use NetLabels, just enter your filing information, and print the label you need.

Access NetLabels via the Internet or install it to your computer with ease and convenience.

Print from any color printer

Easy application makes labeling fast and simple

Customize labels to match your current labeling system

Matches Existing System

With NetLabels, you don’t have to worry about creating a new filing system. You simply enter the file name information and print out individual adhesive labels that match your existing color-coded system and file folder arrangement. The adhesive labels go on to each folder easily and accurately.

NetLabels Technology

GBS is committed to making sure we maximize our clients’ productivity by providing products and services that are efficient and simple. Whether you choose to access NetLabels via the Internet or install it directly to your computer, you can still print and label file folders quickly and easily. Our goal is to get you printing labels in as few clicks as possible.

NetLabels running as a “Smart Client” application offers users an array of benefits that include:

- Easy user identification for fast login
- Label inventory warning when labels are low
- Simple interface
- “Click Once” technology allowing easy installation and easy application updates (Internet version only)

Security

With NetLabels your information is secure. Customer data never goes across the Internet. The only information that is passed online is the user and password combination to log in, the label design details and subscription information. All of the data is encrypted using SSL.
NetLabels Specifications
GBS saves you time and money by allowing you the opportunity to purchase factory genuine labels directly from our distributors.

Account Setup Includes
One label design
One year Support & Maintenance Subscription
Unlimited label design changes, phone and email support and printer mapping

Software Requirements
Microsoft Windows XP SP3/Windows 7 with 64 bit versions of operating systems supported
Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0
Microsoft Installer 4.5

Hardware Requirements
Processor: Pentium (or equivalent) 1 GHz or higher
RAM: 512 MB or higher
Internet Connection (for Internet Version of NetLabels only)